Winter Starts
IN YAKUTIA
FESTIVAL PROGRAM
24/11  SATURDAY

★ MAS-WRESTLING WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
Venue: «Triumph» Sports Complex, Oyunskogo St., 26

25/11  SUNDAY

★ MAS-WRESTLING WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
Venue: «Triumph» Sports Complex, Oyunskogo St., 26

26/11  MONDAY

10:00  ★ OPENING OF THE «DIAMONDS OF YAKUTIA» INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION OF SNOW AND ICE SCULPTURES
Venue: Ice Town, 202 res. district

★ «NEW YEAR'S YAKUTSK» COMPETITION

★ «TASTE OF YAKUTIA» GASTRONOMIC FESTIVAL
27/11 TUESDAY

«TASTE OF YAKUTIA» GASTRONOMIC FESTIVAL
Venue: restaurants - participants of the festival

ROUND TABLE ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF ARCTIC TOURISM
Venue: Government House No.1, Kirova St., 11.

28/11 WEDNESDAY

OPENING OF THE INTERNATIONAL INNOVATION CENTER OF THE ARCTIC STATE INSTITUTE OF CULTURE AND ARTS IN OMYAKONSKY MUNICIPAL DISTRICT - CHYSKHAAN SCHOOL.

MASTER CLASSES IN SOUVENIR CRAFTS (master classes of teachers of the Arctic State Institute of Culture and Arts on creating culture products dedicated to Chyskhaan - Keeper of the Cold and Global warming)
Oymyakon Village, Oymyakonsky municipal district

«TASTE OF YAKUTIA» GASTRONOMIC FESTIVAL
Venue: restaurants - participants of the festival

17.00 «BULGAA ART CONTEMPORARY» SOLO EXHIBITION OF D. BULGANTUYAA (MONGOLIA)
Venue: Art Gallery «Urgel»
29/11 THURSDAY

❄ «TASTE OF YAKUTIA» GASTRONOMIC FESTIVAL
Venue: restaurants - participants of the festival

❄ DAYS OF OLONKHO IN OMYAKONSKY MUNICIPAL DISTRICT

16.00 ❄ OPENING OF THE 2ND REPUBLICAN FESTIVAL AND EXHIBITION OF AUTHOR DOLLS «BALL OF SNOW VALLEY DOLLS»
Venue: House of Friendship of Peoples n.a. Aleksey E. Kulakovsky, Poyarkova St., 4

18.00 ❄ PERFORMANCE «WHAT DO YOU SING IN THE NIGHT, WHITE WOLF?» BASED ON THE SHORT NOVEL OF NIKOLAY KURILOV
Venue: State Theater of Indigenous Peoples of the North, Chernyshevsky St.,14

19.00 ❄ OPENING CEREMONY OF THE «TASTE OF YAKUTIA» GASTRONOMIC FESTIVAL
Venue: Kare restaurant, Lomonosov St., 45
30/11 FRIDAY

10.00  «COLD AS ADVANTAGE. CITIES AND CRYOLITHOZONE: TRADITIONS, INNOVATIONS, CREATIVITY» INTERNATIONAL INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE
Venue: Maksim Ammosov North-Eastern Federal University

11.00-18.00  EXHIBITION AND FAIR OF FOLK CRAFTS, FUR
  SOUVENIR FAIR
Venue: «Triumph» Sports Complex, Oyunskogo St., 26

11.00  «DIAMOND WEEK» OF KIERGE TRADING HOUSE
  SYMPHONY OF ETERNAL PERMAFROST NATIONAL COSTUMES’ GALLERY BY AVGUSTINA FILIPPOVA
  EXHIBITION OF PAINTINGS BY THE ARTIST SEEDS LUKANSI
Venue: Kierge Trading House, Lenin Ave., 9/2

  «DIAMOND NOTES» REPUBLICAN CONTEST OF CHILDREN’S CREATIVITY

  «TASTE OF YAKUTIA» GASTRONOMIC FESTIVAL

11.00  «GAMES OF THE PEOPLES OF THE NORTH» ALL-AROUND COMPETITIONS
WINTER NIGHT'S MAGIC.
PROJECT OF THE NATIONAL LIBRARY
OF THE REPUBLIC OF SAKHA (YAKUTIA)
Venue: «Triumph» Sports Complex, Oyunskogo St., 26

12.00 OPENING THE «HEAT OF YAKUTIA»
FUR FAIR
Venue: «Triumph» Sports Complex, Oyunskogo St., 26

12.00 THE RITE OF CHYSKHAAH
AT THE SACRED MOUNT EBE HAYA
Tomtor village, Oymyakonsky municipal district

14.30 OPENING OF THE FURRIER HOUSE
ON THE BASIS OF THE YAKUT COLLEGE
OF TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN
Venue: Yakut College of Technology and Design,
Kirova St., 32

16.00 FINAL OF THE «LEGEND OF CHYSKHAN»
CHILDREN’S DRAWING CONTEST
Venue: Center of Children’s Creativity (Dvorets detstva),
Kirova St., 20

18.00 OPENING OF THE III INTERNATIONAL
NOMADIC FESTIVAL OF ETHNIC FASHION
«SUNNY DEER»
Venue: Alexey Kulakovsky House of Friendship of Peoples,
Poyarkova St., 4

19.30 CONCERT SHOW #FRIDAY30
Venue: «Triumph» Sports Complex, Oyunskogo St., 26
1/12 SATURDAY

«DIAMOND NOTES» REPUBLICAN CONTEST OF CHILDREN’S CREATIVITY

«TASTE OF YAKUTIA» GASTRONOMIC FESTIVAL
Venue: Restaurants - participants of the festival

10.00-  EXHIBITION AND FAIR OF FOLK CRAFTS, FUR
18.00  SOUVENIR FAIR
11.00  «HEAT OF YAKUTIA» FUR FAIR
14.00  WINTER NIGHT’S MAGIC
10.00  PROJECT OF THE NATIONAL LIBRARY
14.00  OF THE REPUBLIC OF SAKHA (YAKUTIA)
Venue: «Triumph» Sports Complex, Oyunskogo St., 26

10.00  SEMINAR «BUILDING COMPANY’S COMMUNICATION PLATFORM»
Venue: House of Trade Unions, Kurashova St., 24

11.00  MEETING OF FATHER FROST, WINTER BEAUTY AND CHYSKHAAN. TRANSFER OF THE RELAY
14.00  «NEW YEAR’S CAPITAL OF RUSSIA»
Venue: Central Park of Culture and Recreation

14.00  «KHAARCHAANA» REPUBLICAN CONTEST FOR GIRLS OF 5-12 YEARS OLD
Venue: Kruzhalo Mall, Ammosova St., 1
14.00 ❄ XVII TRADITIONAL WINTER RACE OF THE PARTICIPANTS OF THE “DULUUR” JOGGING CLUB

❄ VISIT OF FAIRY CHARACTERS TO CHILDREN’S MEDICAL INSTITUTIONS OF YAKUTSK

15.00 ❄ SUMMARIZING OF THE «DIAMONDS OF YAKUTIA» INTERNATIONAL |COMPETITION OF SNOW AND ICE SCULPTURES
Venue: Ice Town, 202 res.district

16.00 ❄ CEREMONY OF LIGHTING THE CHRISTMAS TREE
Venue: Lenin square

17.00 ❄ CEREMONY OF LIGHTING THE CHRISTMAS TREE. HANDOVER OF THE SYMBOL OF COLD TO THE ALL-RUSSIAN FATHER FROST
❄ FASHION SHOW OF IRINA KRUTIKOVA
Venue: Ordzhonikidze square

18.00 ❄ OPENING OF THE «WINTER WILL BE HANDLED BY THE WALKER» CLUB OF NORDIC WALKING FANS
Venue: Central Park of Culture and Recreation

18.00 ❄ GALA SHOW OF WINNERS OF THE 3RD «SUNNY DEER» INTERNATIONAL NOMADIC FESTIVAL OF ETHNIC FASHION
Venue: Alexey Kulakovsky House of Friendship of Peoples, Poyarkova St., 4
2/12  SUNDAY

11.00-  SILVER SCALE FAIR
18.00  SOUVENIR FAIR
   «HEAT OF YAKUTIA» FUR FAIR
   WINTER NIGHT’S MAGIC.
   PROJECT OF THE NATIONAL
   LIBRARY OF THE REPUBLIC OF SAKHA (YAKUTIA)
   Venue: «Triumph» Sports Complex, Oyunskogo St., 26

   «SAKHA TRAVEL» TOURIST PRODUCTS’
   EXHIBITION AND FAIR
   Venue: Kruzhalo Mall, Ammosova St., 1

12.00  «STROGANINA 2018» FESTIVAL
       «JOURNEY FOR TASTE» FAIR
       EXHIBITION AND FAIR
       OF FOLK CRAFTS, FUR, JEWELRY

15.00  FINAL OF THE «SNOW BEAUTY» CONTEST
       FASHION SHOW OF IRINA KRUTIKOVA.
       Venue: «Triumph» Sports Complex,
       Oyunskogo St., 26
3/12  MONDAY

10.00  «ACTUAL PROBLEMS OF MODERN NUTRITION AND REVIVAL OF THE TRADITIONS OF NATIONAL CUISINE OF PEOPLES OF THE NORTH AND THE ARCTIC» SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL CONFERENCE
Venue: Yakutsk State Agricultural Academy, Sergelyakhskoye Highway, 3 km, 3

10.00  «SAKHA TRAVEL» TOURIST PRODUCTS’ EXHIBITION AND FAIR
Venue: Kruzhalo Mall, Ammosova St., 1

11.00-  «TASTE OF YAKUTIA» GASTRONOMIC FESTIVAL.
13.00  Master class for practicing chefs from chef-cook Nikolay Sarychev, Moscow
Venue: Yakutsk State Agricultural Academy, Sergelyakhskoye Highway, 3 km., Building 3

5/12  WEDNESDAY

10.00  1ST «IMAGES OF THE ARCTIC» INTERNATIONAL MULTIDISCIPLINARY CONFERENCE

16.00  «ARCTIC CHRONOTOPE – 2018» INTERNATIONAL ARCTIC TRIENNIAL
Venue: Arctic State Institute of Culture and Arts, Ordzhonikidze St., 4

6/12  THURSDAY

10.00  «EPICS OF PEOPLES OF RUSSIA» ALL-RUSSIAN YOUTH FESTIVAL OF EPOS PERFORMERS
Venue: Arctic State Institute of Culture and Arts, Ordzhonikidze St., 4
7/12  FRIDAY

10.00  «EPICS OF PEOPLES OF RUSSIA» ALL-RUSSIAN YOUTH FESTIVAL OF EPOS PERFORMERS
Venue: Arctic State Institute of Culture and Arts, Ordzhonikidze St., 4

14.00  «THREE SERGE MUSIC».
EXPO, master classes, concert of the Arctic State Institute of Culture and Arts, Yakutsk State Agricultural Academy and Churapchinsky State Institute of Physical Culture and Sports, performance of the combined youth orchestra, participants of the “Arctic Constellation -2017” All-Russian Contest.
Venue: Dmitry Sivtsev - Suoran Omollon State Opera and Ballet Theater, Yakutsk, Lenin st., 46/1

10/12  MONDAY

15.00  DIALOGUE OF PARTNERS IN CREATIVE INDUSTRIES’ PROJECTS
Venue: Arctic State Institute of Culture and Arts, Ordzhonikidze St., 4

*Changes are possible
ЗИМА НАЧИНАЕТСЯ ЫКУТИИ